
Comic Strip
Choose an exciting chapter
from the book and create a
comic strip illustrating each

event. You may draw by hand
or create digital art. (At least

4 events) 

Letters to a
Character

Write a letter to one of
the characters in the

novel. Tell him/her why
you like them. 

Timeline
Create a timeline

sequencing important
events from the story.

Label and illustrate each
event. 

Novel Test
Make a test for your novel.

Use a combination of
knowing, organizing and

applying questions. Write at
least 15 questions with 3
answer choices for each

question. Include the correct
answer. 

Book Trailer
Create a book trailer to
convince others to read
your book, but don't give

away the ending! Use
WeVideo or other video

editing software.

Character Venn
Diagram

Make a Venn Diagram
that compares a main
character to you or a

character from another
book. Be detailed!

Book Suggestion
Flipgrid

Reply to the BMS Summer
Reading Flipgrid and tell
us about a book you are
reading and why you like

it. Explain a cross-
connection (Text-to-text,
Text-to-self, or text-to-

world)

Interview Setting Map
Pretend you are going to

interview one of the
characters from the novel.

Write 6 questions you would
like to ask them. Also predict
what their answers might be,
based on what you’ve read in

the text. You may submit a
written interview or record a

skit. 

Pick a setting from your
story and draw a map
to show the setting.

Include labels, a map
key, and use specific
details from the text.

Book Cover Art
Re-imagine the cover of
your book and make your
own original cover. Your

art may be drawn by hand
or digital and should

represent the novel in a
new way. 

Book Poetry

Conflict/Solution

Use the title of your
novel as the basis for
an acrostic poem. Use
each letter to reveal a
detail about the book. 

List 3 conflicts
(problems) and their

solutions from the
book. Explain how
the conflicts could

have ended another
way if the characters
had made different

choices. 

1 Row and/or Column: Small welcome gift and entry into a drawing!

Outside Path: Medium welcome gift and entry into a drawing!

Blackout: Large welcome gift and entry into a drawing!

Students who submit their completed board (and activities) in BMS Library

Schoology course Summer Reading folder will receive:

*Note: Only for BMS 2021-2022 school year students *new book: grade-level appropriate book that you haven't
read; it can include graphic novels and audiobooks.


